
 

 

The Great Apocalypse 
2008-2015 

Mini-Apocalypse 
4 January 2012 – 25 July 2015 

ISRAEL prospering in a vortex of ISLAMIC SPRING 

4 April 2015  
Tetra Blood Moon, Sun eclipse,  

Three Civilization Calendars  
                                1) 4004 BC Aztec-Enoch-Noah 

                                2) 5 February 2287 BC Julius Caesar 

! 
The First Born Saints                                                  

(Rapture) 
Second Asteroid Earth Impact  

God’s Wrath 
An earth axis wobble causing gigantic earthquakes  

17 September 2015 
! 

3)	  Starting	  the	  Third	  Civilization	  with	  a	  new	  calendar	  
Yeshua’s	  Kingdom	  on	  Earth	  

Feast of Tabernacles 

Jesus Christ’s Birthday {∞} 

First Jubilee {50 yrs.}  

Israel Reborn {70 yrs.} 

A Coronation King of Kings 

Return of the Shekinah Glory 

23 September 2017 
Virgo Constellation  

1 - 15 Tishri - 5778 

 (A Femtosecond time pulse perspective of the 7th Babushka Egg Concept Book) 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhtO_AYXOFY 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1y_hLqVXf4           
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc 



APOCALYPSE PROPHESIED 2008-2015
                        God's Wrath   17 September 2015
                                                    22 September 2017  New Life

The  prophesied  APOCALYPSE Portals  will  soon  be  closed  with
fearful, uncontrollable political events linked to extraordinary global
catastrophes in nature announced by Jonah II in the Web town square.

Worldwide, true science is suppressed in most universities. Only the Bible reveals the consequences of violating
the covenant made by ELOHIM the Creator with Mankind. As seen on YouTube, our civilization has once more
succeeded in making forbidden genetic modifications of "human-half-animal". The US Congress is asked to
define new laws for these subspecies. Mankind has again become corrupt in gross violation of God’s strictly
forbidden  cross-species  modification  (GMO),  which  previously  incurred  his  wrath  and  destruction  of  the
Atlantis Civilization with its billions of people by an asteroid strike on 5 February 2287 BC. He only saved
Noah's family of eight as witnesses / survivors. Even the righteous perished, as is well documented in the Bible.

Jesus Christ warned of a future Apocalypse as recorded in the Matthew 24-26. Why has the Christian Church
become so corrupt as to suppress the truth of God’s Plan for Mankind? It has not proclaimed the consequences
of disobedience to an atheistic world system. Ignorant of God’s Word, pastors will not escape  God’s Wrath
either, but perish guilty of negligence. For the skeptic, many Bible prophecies were written in the Zodiac sky,
and even dated Jesus Christ’s return for comatose Christians, also Web documented and in 12 Babushka eggs.

Everyday our society is brainwashed with lies and corruption in high places. It
required extra proof that the Creator ELOHIM means business. He confirms to
Mankind that,  in the midst of  trouble, pain and global  chaos soon to end in
nuclear anarchy, He -  God is still  in charge of his creation. To verify this
reality,  he  has  recently  revealed  a  modern  Jonah  Big FISH, which  is  the
demonstration  of  totally  "free  energy" needed  for  the  prophesied  future
expanding  civilization  under  Jesus’  rule.  God  has promised  fully  security  of
future life to comfort those persons passing through the Apocalypse birth pains.

This  website  has exposed  many mysteries  in  Bible  prophecies  not  understood by theologians.  They are
confirmed by  hundreds  of  true science  facts  and  even  dated  the return  of  Jesus  Christ.  But why  is  this
message ignored by Christian Churches, being mostly comatose and still embroiled in false denominational
doctrines  from  the  Middle  Ages.  Why do  greedy  theologians  ignore  (not  being  concerned  about)  Jesus’
warnings and squander  donations  tossed at  worthless  projects  usually  spend on bigger  buildings  to gain
prestige. Donated wasted money could have helped millions of families with tons of kids trying to survive in the
many refugee camps without even the very basic essentials and totally disregard the wholesale slaughter of
the Saints. Why the disinterest and silence? Why ignore worldwide the thousands persecuted fellow Christian?

Most TV preachers are only interested in selling Bible stories they have stolen from God’s Word for their own benefit and
squandering donations when we are so close to God’s Wrath. For an example why not have a budget set aside for million
of children no longer have clean water and forced to drink from stinking sewer ditches causing infectious diseases in
Africa, India or South America. It  costs only $4800 to drill  water wells by Life Outreach International to supply an
average of one thousand children with clean water. 

The White Throne event (Rev. 20:11-15) will expose why millions donations inside mega churches, were washed out -
mostly  spent  on  staff  playing  church  and  entertaining  our  youth  with  Hollywood  type  concerts  to  sell  a  saltless
Christianity,  seemingly never  bothered by the thousands of children suffering on our  Mexican border or worldwide.
Puffed up pastors collecting big donations will be judged in their negligence in not helping Christian neighbors – families,
mostly kids – suffering immensely. They and this evil society will not escape  God’s Wrath next year. Do not ignore
God’s Grace! We are so close to HIS coming as announced by Jonah II matching Jesus’ forecast. A Christians believing
"that nobody knows the time" will miss the bridegroom not having enough oil.  

WAKE UP for God’s sake!

Prove this JONAH scientist-Christian WRONG!
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A	  Possible	  Forecast	  Ending	  God’s	  Wrath	  
Jonah II came into the Internet town square 10 years ago to reveal the 
APOCALYPSE of seven years (2008-2015). It will end next year in 
God's Wrath. ELOHIM appointed a retired hi-tech inventor using 
modern science to harmonize what was hidden in the Bible. This 
method unlocked knowledge and exposed dating to try to end 
theological confusion. Many have forgotten that the Bible history was 
written in advance according to a logical, planned schedule like a train 
with different time zones.  
Dating the Apocalypse is forbidden by Christians, mostly stuck 
repeating, "No one knows the time." So they will miss the bridegroom 
being self-centered virgins hence rejected lacking Oil. (Matt. 25) False 
Bible teaching is so ingrained. Example: Daniel’s 70th week could 
apply to the last rebellion of Satan at the end of the 7000-year Hebrew 
calendar in 6778 [3018 AD]. (Rev. 20:7-10) 
But confused Christian should watch YouTube videos to discover the 
biggest reason why the Apocalypse will be ending next year. An evil 
driven high-technology is demonstrating mankind's worst nature 
desecration forbidden by ELOHIM guaranteed to incite God’s anger 
in a dreadful encounter to stamp out the GMO rebellion. Many 
atheistic scientists now proudly reveal to the public to show their 
recent results of countless experiments succeeded in creating new 
species: half-human - half-animal.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcCh_7sP66c 
Consequently, Satan will soon gloat, "I am more powerful than 
ELOHIM screwing-up his creation.” Consider the familiar mermaid 
sub-species. Does it have a soul and spirit designed for eternal life? 
Adam's mortal body was intended to be one notch higher, energized by 
the first ELOHIM breath, which is linked to the divine Mind to live 
forever. Will GOD allow splitting what is divine by puny mortals 
jesting defiantly the middle finger to the Creator in utter disrespect?  
God will not procrastinate! Watch next year: a new baby is born, 
"God’s Kingdom on Earth." It comes with a placenta, an evil corrupted 
world system, burned with fire. The other side of the coin is the reversal 
of what has gone wrong in the Heh-dimension when Satan and 200 
million government administrators rebelled against the established 
heavenly Order, dated on the Julius Caesar calendar (4488 BC). It 
created EVIL for the first time still infused in the KOSMOS. But 
according to God’s Plan for Mankind EVIL will be terminated in 
God’s last war. First settled in heaven by the Arch-angel Michael 
continued on earth helped by 4 Death angels together will destroy the 
army of Arch-angel Apollyon from the bottomless pit who escaped 
with his demonic angels to devastate the earth in five months (Rev. 
9:5) dated with science  ! 17 September 2015.                       
But the main reason to fix this Kosmos problem was demonstrated 
when the ELOHIM created a seven-cycle universe linked to mankind 
in a special earth. But it will be perfected in a two stage system 
(caterpillar-butterfly), as some will be chosen to be a Saint. The 
angels called them the Firstborn; analogous to the five virgins with 
more Oil appointed by the king ordained to co-rule a new heaven.  
Chosen to higher office must suffer more being well acquainted with 
evil to refill the vacancies replacing the previous Lucifer 
administration that rebelled, 1/3 became evil imprisoned in hell now 
escaped. Only those graduating from sainthood with more oil will 
become governors. The Saints will be trained as judges during God’s 
Kingdom on Earth to watch for "recessive-Sin" genes embedded in 
the immune system which could reappear sometimes in the future. 
Being specially chosen will suffer much more many are killed by 
Islam with swords being inoculated with extra evil to gain more 
wisdom, later to protect a restored KOSMOS to make another 
rebellion impossible as angels could no longer be trusted. 

Since the Apocalypse generation has arrived, the dating came to the 
forefront, but there are other signs and wonders God shows to make 
sure we picked the right time. As a scientist-inventor, I investigated 
what is ignored in churches and forbidden in atheistic universities by 
connecting the dots of physics with the metaphysics dimension. It 
exposed the other unknown side with true science in 12 Babushka egg 
concept books and supplemented with Pearls to prove the divine 
beyond our five senses. But it requires a Mind with the light "ON". 
Two major highlighted events among many could lead to the end 
time of God’s Wrath. Investigating the Plan for Mankind with true 
science, I came up with a schedule even embedded in the zodiac 
sky. Search some YouTube videos gone ballistic with new 
discoveries, a Virgo constellation, tetra blood-moons, and sun 
eclipses all matching the first Jubilee discovered ten years ago – 
now proven with two witnesses:  28 September 2017 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1y_hLqVXf4  

Other implications of the endgame were recently discovered on 
TV. They should be construed only an opinion when logically 
aligned with the current events stated next.  

1. A short time ago the first tetra blood moon of the zodiac sky 
gave warning, but the matching NEWS was delayed a little and 
reported a few months later July 2014. Global TV NEWS 
headlined that a huge stockpile of deadly bacterial poison gas 
bombs were captured by al-Qaeda terrorists in Afghanistan left by 
the American Army going home. Was that done on purpose? 
Plausibly, the next blood moon event could match the second bad 
NEWS: perhaps ISIS terrorists got enough enriched uranium for an 
atomic bomb - also deliberately left to be captured a Bush family 
dynasty would know about.    
 
Why? The answer could be linked to NYC 9/11 with a Sh’mitah 
warning projected by Rabbi Jonathan Cahn that started the 
Apocalypse 2008 with a big financial global crash in NYC. Now 
overlaid ending with a seven (7th) Sh’mitah (Jubilee) in NYC 
perhaps matching the "tree holiday" (5 February 2015), which 
could mirror the same event that destroyed the Noah civilization on 
5 February 2287 BC. It is coupled with the history of ISLAM, a 
pale green rider (Zechariah & Revelation 6:1-7) and watch some 
YouTube videos on Islam to provide a closure of the Apocalypse 
circle concluding in God's Wrath - now five (5) witnesses again: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGF8213KlL8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhtO_AYXOFY 
 
2. To create artificial fear in the USA, the 9/11 disaster was 

engineered by the Bush family dynasty generating (11) eleven 
presidential emergency degrees imposed by a newly formed 
Homeland Security Agency. Compulsory Marshal Law will 
eventually replace the US Constitution, enforced by a military 
police authority that could shut down a nonfunctional corrupt US 
Congress. Again the American Government will fill up once 
more the prepared detention concentration camps with 
undesirables as in 1941, except this time will purge many 
Christians holding on defending a US Christian Constitution only 
to repeat history similar to Hitler’s Germany.  

3. A biased - do nothing United Nations endlessly lament, and a 
habitually undecided Islamic President Obama favors Hamas 
terrorists controlling Gaza. Why are they not helping a 
democratically elected Israel surrounded by millions of hostile 
Moslems bent on erasing Jews off the map? That will global 
backfire and wipe out a free America never to recover.   
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4. Soon we will see chaos on TV as thousands of Jews will be 
killed by modified Gaza rockets stuffed with that bacterial poison 
gas. It will get worse if a crude atom bomb previously captured by 
ISIS terrorists explodes in NYC harbor to kill the big Satan. When 
the US Army will wake up and react is your guess, but for 
America to survive might counter with nuclear bombs, too? 
That would continue a prophesied scenario of global lawlessness 
now with Marshal Law imposed in the USA injurious to the global 
FED bankers, affect the Saudis’ oil distribution and devastate the 
Stock Market casinos, like three flies with one squat. Three 
previous apocalyptic horse riders already left the barn like white-
Vatican, red-Socialism, black-Capitalism now foretold that one 
quarter of mankind is killed by a green-pale Islamic horse rider 
breaking the 4th Seal in Revelation.(Rev. 6:7)      
Atomic explosions will create electrical blackout and lead to 
massive starvation and unrest. Islamic sleeper cells implanted in 
many mosques will be activated, as Islam is favored by the White 
House, thus repeating history of a Trojan horse. To prevent 
future terrorist threats must act to knock out imminent potential 
trouble in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria, Iran, Iraq, or Turkey. It 
will end with 5 month extra terrestrial Three Woes from the 
demonic underworld foretold in the Bible. (Rev.9:12)   

5. To stop the nuclear flywheel gaining speed, the Russian and 
Chinese will knock out the satellites controlling the military 
hardware; globally will destroy the computerized technology to 
obsolete the Web. Modern warfare will revert to manual which 
will traumatize the Military Industrial Complex. It will tail spin 
a shattered and bankrupted global economy causing massive 
starvation as Oil got strangled and affect a wide-reaching 
electrical blackout, water, food, service gone creating chaos. 

6. The West’s inability to protect anyone due to fighting a 
forgotten low-tech war will give the signal for ISLAM that the 
time has come to march 200 millions, shoulder to shoulder with 
swords and clubs inflamed with hatred to kill all the Jews in 
Israel. A provoked mob of many nations stirred up by the 
AntiChrist-Vatican alliance will concentrate in Armageddon.   

7. The Hebrew prophets predicted the last genocide of Jacob’s 
Trouble where half of Jerusalem will be overrun, murdering four 
(4) million Jews no longer protected by a decimated Israeli army 
run out of ammunition and options. But watch the sky only Jews 
and sinless babies will survive God’s Wrath:  
First Trumpet !  17 September 2015 (Isa. 66:15, Ps. 110:5) 

8. Then the Seven Revelation trumpets will be heard worldwide 
blasting fearful God’s Wrath in a gigantic UFO encounter from 
space with no escape. A space ship over 1500 miles across will 
hover over Jerusalem and visit again, described in the Gospel as 
the "Star of Bethlehem". But also comes to rescue and save a 
remnant of Israel as described in Babushka eggs #10, #11 & #12 
detailed documented in special Pearls applying science.   

9. Like Hebrew Teth overlaid, a new Civilization is born, God's 
Kingdom on Earth, but a baby is linked to a bloody placenta of 
the atheistic One-World-Order destroyed by God's Wrath.  

THE JUDGMENT of YHWH ENDED WITH 
 Isaiah 43:1-28 - Isaiah 44:6-8 (NIV) 

“But now, this is what the Lord YHWH says - he who created you, 
O Jacob, he who formed you, O Israel:  
“Fear not, for I have redeemed you;  “I have summoned you by 
name; you are mine. When you pass through the waters, I will be with 
you; and when you pass through the rivers, they will not sweep over 
you. When you walk through the fire, you will not be burned; the 
flames will not set you ablaze.  

For I am the Lord YHWH, your God, the Holy One of Israel, your 
Savior; I give Egypt for your ransom, Cush  and Seba in your stead.  
“…Do not be afraid, for I am with you; I will bring your children from 
the east and gather you from the west. I will say to the north, ‘Give them 
up!’ and to the south, ‘Do not hold them back.’ Bring my sons from afar 
and my daughters from the ends of the earth - everyone who is called by 
my name YHWH, whom I created for my glory, whom I formed and 
made.” Lead out those who have eyes but are blind, who have ears but 
are deaf. All the nations gather together and the peoples assemble (to end 
in my Wrath). Which of them foretold this and proclaimed to us the 
former things? Let them bring in their witnesses to prove they were right, 
so that others may hear and say, “It is true.”  
10 “You are my witnesses,” declares the Lord YHWH, “and my 
servant whom I have chosen, so that you may know and believe me and 
understand that I am he. Before me no god was formed, nor will there be 
one after me. I, even I Am the Lord YHWH, and apart from me there is 
no savior. I have revealed and saved and proclaimed - I, and not some 
foreign god among you.  
You are my witnesses, ”declares the Lord YHWH, “that I am God. 
Yes, and from ancient days I am he. No one can deliver out of my hand. 
When I act, who can reverse it?”  I Am - the Lord YHWH, your Holy 
One, Israel’s Creator, your King.” This is what the Lord YHWH says - he 
who made a way through the sea, a path through the mighty waters, who 
drew out the chariots and horses, the army and reinforcements together, 
and they lay there, never to rise again, extinguished, snuffed out like a 
wick. “Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past.  
See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive 
it? I am making a way in the desert and streams in the wasteland. The 
wild animals honor me, the jackals and the owls, because I provide 
water in the desert and streams in the wasteland, to give drink to my 
people, my chosen, the people I formed for myself that they may 
proclaim my praise.  
22 “Yet you have not called upon me, O Jacob, you have not wearied 
yourselves for me, O Israel. You have not brought me sheep for burnt 
offerings, nor honored me with your sacrifices. I have not burdened you 
with grain offerings nor wearied you with demands for incense.    24  But 
you have burdened me with your sins and wearied me with your 
offenses. “I, even I Am YHWH blot out your transgressions, for my own 
sake, and remember your sins no more. Review the past for me, let us 
argue the matter together; state the case for your innocence. Your first 
father sinned; your spokesmen rebelled against me. So I will disgrace the 
dignitaries of your temple, and I will consign Jacob to destruction  and 
Israel to scorn.  
44 “But now listen, O Jacob, my servant, Israel, whom I have chosen. 
This is what the Lord YHWH says - he who made you, who formed you 
in the womb, and who will help you: Do not be afraid, O Jacob, my 
servant, Jeshurun (Yeshua), whom I have chosen. For I will pour water 
on the thirsty land, and streams on the dry ground; I will pour out my 
Spirit on your offspring, and my blessing on your descendants.  
6 “This is what the Lord YHWH says - Israel’s King and Redeemer, the 
Lord Almighty: I Am-YHWH, the first and I Am the last; apart from 
me there is no God. Who then is like me? Let him proclaim it. Let him 
declare and lay out before me what has happened since I established 
my ancient people, and what is yet to come - yes, let him foretell what 
will come. Do not tremble, do not be afraid. Did I not proclaim this and 
foretell it long ago?  
You are my witnesses. Is there any God besides me? No, there is no 
other Rock; I know not one." (Daniel 2:34, 44-45, & Psalm 83) 
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Take a Vacation on 5 February 2015, 
if you live in New York? 

Dating future events is thought to be speculative, but if you overlaid 
true science with the Bible, it usually raises a forecast one notch 
higher. In my own experience as an old retired inventor-scientist, 
God totally re-educated me in the last ten years enhancing my 
spiritual insight that exposed Bible prophecy correlations of many 
events making more sense than what is preached in church. God’s 
Kingdom on earth will arrive shortly dated by many witnesses 
but hurry and investigate free 12 Babushka egg concept books 
soon will disappear on a free Internet, as mankind will regress to 
manual like 150 years ago. 
To gain some confidence, you can check the date on the bottom 
page of what was previously predicted and compare it with today's 
TV. So far my projections have been right. Not one incident needed 
correction. Trusting what the Lord revealed, many times I got so 
excited and will miss it now coming to the very end dated on        
28 September 2015. That Sukkot will be remembered for 1000 
years as the holiest Hebrew holiday being special in matching the 
last prophecies of Jesus recorded in Matthew 24.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7pWlKBrWLg 
The Feast Of Trumpets by Mark Biltz 

Sukkot is celebrated in a booth made of green branches after 
harvest. If possible, many Jews made a pilgrimage to experience 
Jerusalem. Like Yeshua-Jesus whole life on earth all matched the 
12 Hebrew feast-fast days (7:5) his birth, death and resurrection. 
Therefore, expect him to show up on SUKKOT with his angel 
dignitaries as King of Kings to walk backward the 14 stations from 
Golgotha with the KING’S GATE witness now wide open. 
Many theologians seem to have a mental blockage dealing with 
prophetic dating projection not realizing we usually switch back 
and forth from a Hebrew moon-calendar to a Gregorian solstice-
calendar of a different scale. It is similar to measuring temperature 
Fahrenheit-Celsius which only comes together at minus 40⁰ 
reference points which is the same tracking prophecy times at       
21 December 2012 with the earth axis wobble at rest.  
The Hebrew-moon-holiday cycles reveals miniaturized a divine 
creation narrative also is exquisitely written in the sky by aligning 
zodiac constellation of ancient creatures and objects representing and 
telling the same redemption story. So to describe the prehistoric time 
cycles, we need to define which scale was used for each prophecy 
projection. Only the 6000-year-old Bible kept track recording three 
historic civilizations with their own calendars that can only change by 
a large asteroid causing a declining earth axis wobble.  Why does our 
culture ignore ancient clocks in museums?   
Science teaches that the earth must be extremely balanced to maintain 
life, not changing its gravitational orbit or velocity. Only an axis 
wobble could be allowed but will change the growing season to feed 
an increasing population. Scientifically, a society’s population size 
always correlates with the available food supply.  
A wobble can only be produced by an external force and if linked 
to science could measure "Time" so necessary to maintain life. 
Clocks where needed or look in the sky watching constellations of 
the sun, moon or zodiac. Since a turning sun has no marker with 
our earth turning and orbiting too, it is only possible to measure 
time using the direction where our poles are pointing and observing 
solstice or moon cycles. But these cycles were not synchronized in 
a changing declining axis wobble. It takes a little time to figure it 
out. The ancients built pyramids, water clocks and later the 32-gear 

bronze Antikythera clock over 2400 years old now decoded in the 
Babushka Egg #3, if you want to check it out. So dating bible 
prophecy is only possible by combining three civilizations 
mentioned in the outlawed Bible, but each had a different earth 
axis, which produced special calendars or clocks.    
Therefore matching any prophecy projection is only possible by 
using mankind most accurate ancient history book authored by 
divine providence. It gave divine guidance for many nations proven 
by hundreds of historically forecast events that happened later to 
the very detail.  
The ancient Bible system can be expanded to modern science 
comparing the physical realities always mirror-imaged in the 
metaphysical gave me much fun to investigate. Why is it ignored in 
our contemporary atheist universities?  
Many science facts are suppressed, being replaced with really 
stupid, totally unscientific evolution religion. That philosophy will 
never figure out why only mankind has a brilliant Mind to advance 
technical in unlimited superiority even designed to live forever. But 
why has this generation become so ignorant and brain-dead, much 
like an animal only interested in food to be ground up later as 
hamburgers to loose their unique identity being atheistic educated.        
But one notch higher food exists for the Mind if we combine 
physics with the metaphysics. Just check the 12 free Babushka egg 
concept books projecting Bible prophecy. Again it will end with 
another destructive asteroid strike changing our civilization to align 
yet with another calendar previously projected. It is even 
demonstrated in the Great Pyramid at Giza where we got all our 
mathematics from, as nothing new exists only repeating history.  
The prophesied seven-year Apocalypse birth bangs 2008-2015 was 
calculated from a scientific perspective 10 years ago. I discovered 
some Bible concepts, which I overlaid to a unified Hebrew - Julius 
Caesar calendar. Later was surprised it matched an ancient Jewish 
holiday system of seven Smitah years. It started in New York City 
with a worldwide big bang; a global financial disaster unparalleled 
in history stampeded the Stock Market Casino.  
Check out the best selling book written by Rabbi Jonathan Cahn. 
It matches the free Babushka egg concept books detailing what 
will happen in 2015 as written in the constellation sky described 
in Pearl #666. It will end with a birthing of a new civilization, 
God’s Kingdom on Earth now more accurately dated to match 
the Virgo constellation 23 September 2017 with many YouTube 
videos to prove what this old-fashioned Christian German 
scientist-inventor predicted. A degenerate, atheistic mankind has 
reached the point of no return will be terminated by GOD’S 
WRATH projected from a science perspective and confirmed by 
Jesus Christ even dating his return on 23 September 2015.  
An advanced society once more will experience a divine anger 
ending with another coming asteroid of 52 Km in size. The rock 
was photographed and measured around @ 2006. Its orbit around 
the sun was calculated by a number of science projections to be 
825 days, which matched hundreds of Bible events to widen 
knowledge-faith horizons.      
The ELOHIM Creator God again is using the same method of 
God’s Wrath that destroyed the previous atheistic Atlantis 
Civilization in 2288 BC when billions of people perished. Believe 
me, was much more advanced in technology as shown by hundreds 
of collected evidence if you are educated in true science suppressed 
by the establishment. Babushka eggs could open your eyes to 
demonstrate that history is matching an axis earth wobble dated 
5 February 2287 BC creating three calendars.  
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A residual earth axis movement proven in the Bible declining 
over 4300 years is now confirmed by NASA-space satellite 
G.R.A.C.E by playing back the computerized star constellations. 
The exponential math curve stopped at Noah's worldwide Flood, 
which only could be caused by an asteroid. It killed 80% of 
previous Life. Much proof is embedded in the fossil bones of 
dinosaurs and rocks discovered since 100 years ago and layers 
of compressed coal made from huge vegetative plants linked to 
three times bigger mineralized-petrified trees exposed in a 
California park could only grow in a tropical oxygen enriched 
climate. The evidence is even found buried under ice like 
tropical animal bones in Alaskan or Island coal seams proving a 
climate change around the world caused by an asteroid impact.   
The initial earth axis wobble in 2288 BC caused 3-mile deep ice on 
the Poles, now exponentially slowed down. The ice has now melted 
to one mile or less, as the earth wobble ended 4300 years later 
computer projected accurately finalized on 21 December 2012 
matching modern technology with history. Pay attention to what is 
suppressed globally in universities enforcing an atheistic un-
scientific evolution religion that does not allow the next generation 
to be educated in true science for political reasons not to raise the 
issue of censored free-green energy discovered 100 years ago.      
But the Internet cannot be manipulated by corrupt government 
experts sowing disinformation generated by the Military Complex 
controlled by the octopus evil oil-cartel altering worldwide the 
environment to extinguish most LIFE on earth. Worse our global 
food is now totally perverted by a destructive GMO technology and 
succeeded to produce forbidden half human-half animal species 
making the ELOHIM very angry. That EVIL is funded by FED 
bankers headquartered in NYC printing a fiat currency to gain 
absolute power to enslave everyone around the globe.    

Check an Interview of Jim Richards video #41 - page 6 

But the Elohim is not sleeping but watching the destruction of his 
creation. He will once more interfere in the affairs of mankind to 
start over again. Think in logic please. Investigate some forbidden 
suppressed facts, as I am not in the business of converting ignorant 
theologians or satisfy brainwashed atheists believing in enforced 
lies to feel better. To widen a knowledge horizon, start with Pearl 
#100 or pick a Pearl of interest which will lay the foundation for a 
higher level what is postulated next. Except remember, it was 
projected from 10 years ago not being perfect required some fine-
tuning. But the evidence is staggering explained with more detail in 
Pearl #224 not found in any university or government library.   
I discovered that God’s Wrath synchronized with the same 
asteroid date 17 September affirmed in the Aztec-Enoch calendar 
before Noah's time like a mirror image. It revealed that a Genesis-
Adam-Enoch earth axis position was found to be 52 days x 7 year-
cycles for one orbit around the sun. The axis rotated horizontal, 
which made the North Pole face the sun seven times in one 360-day 
earth orbit. It never saw snow being very tropical, only the ancient 
Bible accurate records old ages from a science perspective 
obviously using a different calendar. For example, Methuselah at 
969 years of age was equivalent to 135 of today’s (solar) years in 
tune with the Gregorian calendar to unify a perception.  
Thousands of years after the asteroid impact in 2288 BC, Julius 
Caesar 54 BC found out that the empire had problems feeding his 
army. Food never arrived in the time. He investigated and changed 
his calendar from 10 months to 12 months calculated now proven 
with modern science the ending of the earth axis wobbles               
21 December 2012. The Julian calendar is based on 52 weeks of 7-

day cycles, but why is it opposite of the previous system? It was 
fine tuned once more by Pope Gregory the Great in the Middle 
Ages when he inserted another 14 days. It still matched the 360-day 
orbit but needed to adjust 5 days more for a slowing earth axis 
across 4300 years. That explains Global Warming from a different 
perspective with ice melting on the poles from three miles to one 
and less until the next asteroid.      
When an asteroid hit the earth against the direction of rotation a 
worse case scenario could be postulated. It will rise mountains, 
break up continents and produce horrendous waves creating the 
seven oceans reminiscent of the huge tidal waves during Noah's 
Flood much better explained by a true German scientist.  

Die Entstehung der Kontinente und Meere                             
Kurt von Bülow - Kosmos Bibliothek #239 (1963) 

The evidence is all around us verified like the Great Pyramid in 
Giza on top shows the waterline of waves unbelievably 200 feet 
high which can only be produced by violently rapid shaking earth-
axis wobble movements. It is always accompanied with gigantic 
earthquakes like ripping apart the Grand Canyon requiring 
centuries to settle. More proof is demonstrated in global uniform 
compressed coal deposits and fossilized imprints to leave their 
footprint confirming that death must be instant not subject to decay 
to be examined by educated people 4300 years later.  
My neighborhood can show more science fact witnesses on the 
other side of the San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge. When you 
look up the access road vertical cutout from the cliff multiplied 
many coarse to fine silt layers, the same layers are seen in Tahoe 
Mountain on highway 80. That is repeated globally if you are not 
blind. Witnesses of high technology are seen in Peru and Mexico 
by investigating Aztec prehistoric ultra hard stone foundation walls. 
Each stone was perfectly straight with an estimated weigh of 1000 
tons. They are put together so close that not even a razorblade can 
fit in-between. How do you move 1000 tons so precise? More 
amazing a 4000-year-old bronze three-plate Chinese clock has 
embedded 8-bit computer technology lingo shown in Babushka 
book #3 but much more is discovered later expanded in my Pearls. 
This retired scientist-inventor credited with a proven track record of 
billion dollar high-tech devices habitual using the same method to 
investigate knowledge should qualify to express the forgotten laws 
of nature no longer taught in the halls of higher education. The 
discovered evidence points that Noah's generation 2288 BC was far 
more advanced in superior science. None of the universities 
globally can postulate with reason the many unexplainable 
phenomenon collected in 12 Babushka Eggs linked to true science 
while denying history defined in physics and mirrored in the para- 
& metaphysics. Being biased by an unscientific irrational atheistic 
evolution religion, a Mind is prevented to think in logic.       
Checking out the incoming 52-Km rock asteroid, we are lucky it is 
aiming in the direction of the earth’s rotation will not cause a 
worldwide flood again because of the promise made by the Elohim 
who placed the rainbow in the sky. So much evidence is suppressed 
in our universities to keep you ignorant to make you compliant for a 
corrupted government. Dishonest professors will not risk their high 
salaries and retirement benefits, blindly obeying mandated lies 
linked to an unscientific atheistic evolution theory creating a void to 
think in logic.  
Enough said. Let’s check recent discoveries of the Apocalypse and 
God’s Wrath now linked to the constellation zodiac sky, which 
cannot be screwed up by theologians or atheistic scientists while 
ignoring museum display of ancient bronze-gold clocks measuring 
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time. YouTube videos are the greatest invention, but also a great 
irritation for corrupt governments suppressing free energy extracted 
from gravity, not allowing the splitting of ocean water into 
hydrogen and oxygen the greatest non-polluting "energy source" 
worldwide available for automobiles only permitted in rockets. 
Free energy was discovered 100 years ago by Nicola Tesla and 
Hoffman, a German scientist. Why is it suppressed and replaced 
with dirty oil to poison the environment causing enormous 
extinction of our earth? Free energy is not allowed by the crooked 
evil polluting global Oil-Coal-Cartels controlling every government 
and still suppresses 16 electric generators to produce totally free 
electricity to light wireless the whole house demonstrated by 
Nicola Tesla also useful for automobiles, freight trains, or parked 
Concord jets could fly again with free non-polluting energy.     
Suppressed knowledge kept theologians poorly educated too still 
embroiled holding on to denominational Middle Age confusion 
when science was still in infancy and never became familiar what 
the bible really teaches. Only interested in prestige and money, they 
have a problem to be convinced of Jonah’s Warning and dating 
the end of our civilization embedded by the Creator ELOHIM in 
his Bible book. His creation story of mankind was even inscribed in 
the kosmic constellations, which revealed how the universe started 
verified by additional witnesses from science and should no longer 
silence a historic Bible. Collected Pearls now proven with YouTube 
witness videos should not be denied, unless you are brain-dead.         
Further more Rabbi Jonathan Cahn became a millionaire selling his 
recent best seller which matches free Babushka eggs concept to a 
day. Forecasting prophecy must not only apply to a future time 
but match the accommodated surrounded events, too.  Opinions 
need witnesses to reveal truth. Like clocks have gears must fit 
exactly to a day creating calendars to measure time. Many 
witnesses are now demonstrated on YouTube videos. A consensus 
is reached from history all pointing now to New York City, which 
is a global financial headquarters. FED bankers wielding absolute 
power over American politics and finally succeeded controlling the 
White House, Congress and Senate. They internationally enforce a 
computerized One World Order to abolish sovereignty of nations.    
The Bible reveals that a major world-city with a harbor will be 
uprooted and thrown down like a millstone sinking forever to 
disappear. Only in a computerized, atomic age is that possible. Our 
present consensus with all facts assembled point to New York 
City as described in Revelation 18. Too many science witnesses 
come together; all focusing on that same condition for the 
prophesied beast system still not understood by theologians.  
Babushka eggs started 10 years ago to prove with science what 
Rabbi Jonathan Cahn has confirmed in the Hebrew holiday Torah 
tradition. I discovered as a scientist-hi-tech inventor the mystery of 
the Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) that combines the 
ancient writings with modern science. That idea is now proven also 
by a Jewish Rabbi educated in the Hebrew religion. Both align with 
logic the underwriting premises of an intellectual Mind educated in 
a divinely inspired Torah at a higher level of metaphysics.    
I decoded many ancient museum clocks, which measure an 
unfamiliar earth axis wobble embedded in the Torah-Bible. Being a 
curious inventor matching physics, these ancient calendars function 
like cuckoo clocks where every gear must fit, as half a tooth will 
not show a cuckoo 12 o'clock messing up the design. If we apply 
that concept to the universe running like a clock with the same 
laws, it would not exist without a designer. It is like a half 
evolution theory tooth denying a designer will not work? Why 

ignore an atom-clock ticking inside used by NASA, which 
synchronized the Internet with hundreds of satellites? Accepting 
unusual clocks can date future prophecy if they logically fit.  
Here is one possible scenario fitting Smitah NYC cycles overlaid 
with mirror image of many Bible stories recorded for us by 40 
prophet-scribes in antiquity, which described a neighborhood from 
their perspective. Human nature has not changed comparing a 
narrated Noah story recorded in the Bible, which reflects like a 
mirror repeating history. Notice even Noah perhaps did not know 
that his Enoch calendar had changed, it never rained before, thus he 
counted days only. Do not assume 24 hours for a day.   
He recorded 40 days of rain pouring from the sky. But overlaid 
with science revealed that a high-pressure atmosphere has collapsed 
mixing hydrogen gas leftover from creation being lighter than air 
found on the outer periphery of our earth. When Hydrogen is 
combined with a heavier enriched oxygen layer growing prolific 
denser by tropical bigger plant life will in time be expelled in 
higher concentration. But it takes only a spark to ignite the gas 
mixture like a burning asteroid from space, with thousand continues 
explosions of lightening formed water immediately frozen three 
miles thick on the poles with a new axis wobble. That was 
confirmed by the German scientist Hoffman, who experimented 
with splitting water also proven by many air bubbles and trapped 
insects seen inside of solid sap droplets found in Bernstein expelled 
by bigger petrified trees. A higher oxygen level creates bigger cells.      
Noah continues his report and said 150 days later the ark got stuck. 
He closed his report at one-year and ten days but he did not know 
his calendar had changed, as measured later by Julius Caesar. In 
Germany a farmer discovered a bonze plate with gold symbols 
(Himmelsscheibe). Some scientists believed it was a calendar of six 
(6) months in one year. That is proven by many bronze-gold clocks 
in museums (Babushka Egg #3); therefore, it is a mirror image of 
future prophecy repeating history with the same kind of event - 
perhaps could overlay and apply to the destruction of New York 
City matching some calendar math projection linked to the Bible.    
This idea is supported in many YouTube videos together similar to 
what Rabbi Cahn discovered while investigating the ancient Smitah 
cycles that align with my (12) free Babushka concept eggs and 
many Pearls, all pointing to a final 23 September 2017 prophecy, 
matching the Virgo constellation. It precisely overlays with the 
Bible and many science witnesses; therefore, it logically must 
indicate that prophecy has arrived. Even theologians screwing up 
Bible lessons colored with denominational false dogmas can now 
better understand revealed truth when framed by true science in 
unique Babushka Egg concepts now linked to nine (9) Smitah's 
explained by best selling author, Rabbi J. Cahn.    
Let's follow the dating trail of 17 September 2015 mentioned in the 
Bible. (Rev. 21:9) An extremely huge golden city 1800 miles 
across and brightly lit like a sun, known preciously as the Star of 
Bethlehem, again is hovering over Jerusalem to save Israel. The 
extraterrestrial UFO satellite arrived to celebrate a Resurrection 
Party of the Firstborn Saints, but on the outside will repeat Sodom 
and Gomorrah perhaps breaking up an asteroid into thousands of 
prophesied fiery 100 lb. stones.  
As a scientist, I believe an incoming 52 Km rock is much too 
big and would destroy an earth orbit terminating life. It must 
be broken up in the air or be deflected before impact. That 
possibility exists if intersected by a divine UFO city satellite 
from space big enough (1800 miles) to break up in smaller 
“hailstones” as predicted in the Bible. God’s Wrath exploding 
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will last for 10 days creating many destructive earthquakes 
worldwide with devastating volcanic fire eruptions to end this 
atheistic 21st Century Civilization, which should be linked to 
the first Atlantis Civilization in 2288 BC, repeating history in 
details, also alleged in the Aztec religion dying in a fire rain. 
By analogy and mirror-imaged again on the inside of the golden 
satellite city is a big celebration starting the true New World Order 
linked to God’s Kingdom on earth. But this time EVIL has been 
totally eliminated in the Kosmos. The earth is purified with God’s 
Wrath and even the underworld is now empty with all the demons 
executed by the Four Death angels reported in Revelation. All what 
is linked to evil will be judged and terminated with few survivors.  
Satan will no longer plague mankind now being bound for the 
purpose of closing the TIME dimension curtain, which he started in 
4488 BC and to finally conclude in 3017 AD. It will complete the 
creation cycle God’s Kingdom on earth with another 1000 Julius 
Caesar years to 6778. But the 7000 Hebrew year cycles must be 
adjusted to Daniel’s 490-year cycle during the Third Civilization 
with the earth spinning to a different wobble calendar explained in 
free Babushka Egg #3 and Pearls.    
The prophesied Kingdom of God is born like a baby with a big 
bang noisy asteroid like New Year’s firecracker party. It is creating 
a new civilization with a new calendar embedded in the Plan for 
Mankind not taught in church. A Shemitah either signifies "fallen" 
or "rising" which is a crossroad choosing direction, one leads to 
destruction eliminated like a placenta, the other is a birth creating 
unlimited joy now matching science and true religion with many 
witnesses. It will start or end and dated on the Hebrew holiday of       
28 September 2015 and linked to the last Tetra Blood Moon 
matching Ezek. 14:12, “…you shall know that I have not done 
without a cause all that I have done.” (v. 23) If you survive God’s 
Wrath, you will see Jesus coming in extraordinary splendor once 
more to save his people ISRAEL on the Yom Kippur holiday with 
terrible shaking and waiting desperately surrounded by a billion 
dead bodies piled up. It is comparable to suppressed facts about 
the end of the Atlantis Civilization on 5 February 2287 BC. 
Traveling backwards 5 months or 150 days, Jesus said it would be 
the worst time on earth as the nether-world hell is opened known as 
the mini-apocalypse where 200 million people on earth will be 
demon possessed marked with the privileged beast-system and 
terrible tortured. That will force the atheists to recognize the 
metaphysic spiritual reality dimension denied in their evolution 
religion better explained in Babushka Book #11.  
Still counting backwards to arrive on a sun-eclipse, which is the last 
warning in the sky on 20 March 2015, meaning the sun is dimmed 
matching and duplicated linked to Jewish Gedaliah - Yom Kippur 
holiday next to a partial sun eclipse again, which is the middle of 
ten days fury of God’s Wrath - pay closer attention. 
Looking up to the divine UFO residence now identified, they will 
celebrate the Resurrection of the Dead or watch down underneath 
will be executing judgment of the 21st Century Civilization that can 
be proven for the skeptic. God has embedded in the sky a rare 
Hebrew Tetra-moon constellation spliced in between two solar 
eclipses dated 20 May, but the other focal point will indicate the 
middle of His Wrath on 13 September 2015. The ELOHIM will 
sound 10 days later the seventh Shofar trumpets to signal his arrival 
at Rosh Hashanah linked to laying the foundation of God’s Kingdom 
now visible on earth in a special New Year on 1 Tishri. The center of 
God’s Wrath is identified by a partial sun-eclipse as half a side is 
dark, which overlays like the 10 ancient Egyptian plagues judged 

like Revelation bowls poured out (Rev. 16:17), but the light side 
matches the Ten Commandments covenant given in ancient times 
(Deuteronomy 5) framing a beginning for a new nation ISRAEL 
always taught to the next generation’s children.  
The Bible prophesied the sun and moon would be one third 
darkened caused by the asteroid creating worldwide dust, linked to 
horrendous shaking earthquakes, erupting in many global rings of 
volcanic fire that will take some time to settle down.   
Think in science: a huge asteroid impact will also create a new 
earth axis wobble again which can be noticed in the night sky is 
seen from earth like moving stars osculating and shaking like a 
falling sky matching prophecies better described in the Holy 
Bible. (Matt. 24:29) If we overlay the mini-apocalypse with what 
Noah said (150 days) was the flood before the ark got stuck, it 
matches the sun eclipse to a day. But let's not forget to add one 
more month, which factors in 30 days to account for Adar-II to 
adjust for the Jewish calendar of that year. This sun eclipse warning 
is linked to NYC destruction or matching two dates.     

21 September 2015 -150 days + Adar 30 = 20 March 2015 
Now let's find a prophesied NYC destruction date, could be seen 
mirror imaged during Noah's days or later definitely will end in 
God’s Wrath described by Daniel 4:10. It is also recorded in the 
Torah that God closed the door of Noah's ark on 21 December 2288 
BC, now count the first month and 17th day. Suddenly a catastrophe 
started outside the ark creating disasters with a collapsing bigger 
atmosphere with thousands of lightning bolts ripping apart an 
ancient civilization. God’s Wrath asteroid just like an A-bomb will 
shatter the sky causing massive death of a hi-tech society linked to 
Gen. 7:11. It too removed an evil controlling atheistic social order.           

One month 30 days + 17 days = 47 days 
Counting from 21 December and adding 47 days on the Julius 
Caesar calendar = 5 February 2287 BC, it matches the recent 
Hebrew calendar to a day overlaid with a Tu B'Shevat holiday, 
which is associated to New Year Trees. This festival is linked to 
the Smitah on 4 February 2015, but this time applied to a 
nuclear bomb parallel to Noah shut in the ark heard an explosion 
followed by 40 days rain similar to radiation from the fiery sky. 
The math counting backwards from: 

17 September 2015 = 40 + 30 (Adar) + 150 = 220 days 
That equals 7 month and 10 days. Therefore, counting backwards 
gets us to the same day, 6 February 2015. Like Noah's calendar or 
mirror imaged in Daniel 4:14, now overlaid with Rabbi Cahn’s 
NYC trees matching a tree holiday, and a Smitah give five 
witnesses to possibly prove a legal case prophetically applied to 
NYC, the center of absolute One-World power being destroyed.  
Smitah means falling or a new beginning like a New Year matching 
the NYC tree planted on the 9/11 grounds by the American 
government depending which direction we are looking. Therefore, 
in my opinion, I would take a vacation if I lived in New York City. 
Better yet, why not tell your neighbors, synagogue or church of 
Jonah’s Warnings. The evidence of the Big Fish should prove that 
the ELOHIM-YESHUA will arrive in splendor as prophesied. You 
should read my last Pearl #666, describing the death of the 
American Constitution.  

5 February 2015   
I hope you are now convinced our domestic life will be over, or 
using the other NYC date will happen on 17 September 2015 even 
embedded in the Enoch-Aztec calendar revealing extraterrestrial 
information designed into his Great Pyramid in Giza.  
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Much of ELOHIM’s anger is man-made consequently will follow 
the law of nature. When Evil is sowed, it harvests absolute evil 
starting with when "Money is Dead" (#41, page 6) to bankrupt 
GMO cartels which obsoleted original food seeds for farmers. Now 
linked to massive starvation and will accelerate in an uncontrollable 
global chain-reaction guaranteed will collapse the 21st Century 
Civilization summed up in many science inventions. (Pearl #233)   
Daniel’s prophecy will now become reality. Check his tree story in 
(Dan. 4:10) overlaid with Babushka Egg concept books #1 & #2 
describing God’s Plan for Mankind. Why was it rejected 9 years 
ago by every Christian Book stores and suppressed by Christian 
Publisher but took the money sadly avoided by Christians and 
family. The title Apocalypse 2008-2015 was too controversial 
against the mainstream of comatose churches mired in faulty biased 
denominational doctrines leftover from the Middle Ages. 
But God wanted it preserved and translated them into German, 
Spanish even Arabic editions. Ever since they were published free 
on the web no longer suppressed. Jonah’s Warning still stands 
strong as witness to testify what the ELOHIM has planned for 
mankind. Just check out the diagram (Babushka Egg #2 page 191) 
with familiar dates first projected in 2005 and now verified on 
many YouTube videos. But hurry; print it out to be educated in 
what is unwanted in church attesting to their false theology, now 
made available at cost by Amazon.com.  Many collapsing world 
events will prevent reading it on the Web next year.   
What is not taught in Christian Churches or Synagogues about 
why ELOHIM created Mortals? It is revealed but hidden within 
the total Torah in a collected united story within the Old and 
New Testament. It became the central most important Truth of a 
modified creation plan the "restitution and redemption" of the 
KOSMOS. It caused the ELOHIM to create two Dimensions; 
Heh-5 and Daleth-4 added together becomes New Life Teth-9 
linked to a Jod-10 dimension better described in HANS.   
Genesis starts with: The ELOHIM created heaven and earth and 
decided let us make MAN in our image. The first two words should 
be linked to last two words of Revelation - The SAINTS. Many 
Christians have no idea what a Saint is, even theologians are 
confused. It is hidden in the completed Torah and can be traced 
throughout in the scripture wherever the word SAINT appears.  
The very first Hebrew letter expressed in Bereshyt "create", as 
"Beth" meaning duality in the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System. It will open up the mystery of creation linked to God’s 
Plan for Mankind embedded in Hebrew symbol letters. That plan 
started with Satan-Lucifer, a light angel and highest officer of the 
group of Archangels rebelled around 4488 BC and persuaded one 
third of God’s government (200 million) to oppose the Creator. It 
created EVIL. The rebellious bunch were removed from heaven 
and put in a netherworld prison except Satan. Before being 
executed for his crime he was told to stick around and become a 

teacher in the Daleth dimension, a new universe parallel to the Heh 
dimension that angels occupied. God's administration became 
corrupt with evil and needed replacements, being vacant.  
The ELOHIM designed totally new beings called MORTALS as 
some will be appointed Saints to govern over angels, as angels can 
no longer be trusted to avoid a repeat of a possible future rebellion. 
The removal of EVIL which now has entered and became the 
central theme of a restored Kosmos will be finalized in God's Plan 
for Mankind. But first a new reality had to be invented realizing 
that God is absolute LOVE and merciful now to see fallen angels 
forever living in darkness netherworld. It required a solution but 
must be agreeable to both parties as all beings are not created like 
robots but can choose to abide in God’s house with his rules or 
segregated out. Another option had to be introduced again dual 
which is a cosmic DEATH event, a new reality never existed 
before in the angel world designed to live forever. 
But the consequences were unspeakable for the Creator who by 
nature is LOVE and exclusive of any earthly religion; therefore 
choose to experience death, too. It is only possible in another 
dimension as the Creator is eternal. Since He is beyond spirit 
and one dimension was polluted, another one needed to be 
created which became a new earth-heaven Jod dimension. It 
will incorporate the principle of Resurrection seeded in the 
temporal Daleth-earth dimension in the midst of the battlefield 
where EVIL will be terminated by Yeshua-Jesus in this 
generation consistent with the signs in the sky. 
If you want to read the rest of the Bible story matching God’s 
Plan for Mankind told much better in free Babushka Egg #12.  
Mankind appeared on the Daleth dimension designed on a two-
stage creation cycle (caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly) to be 
inoculated with Evil to become immune and learn the lesson of 
what wickedness is never to appear again in the Kosmos. 
But more importantly, the ELOHIM sent the eternal Word-
Mystery reported in John's Gospel born to become mortal and 
to die on the cross experiencing the painful DEATH he created. 
Yeshua (Jesus Christ) decided to be subjected to the same 
option to demonstrate that the Creator is absolute love. Every 
religion is imitating salvation, not one is based on love. He was 
without sin, but experienced the same consequence of sin to 
identify with his created beings and make atonement for whole 
human race, as the eternal unchangeable KOSMOS LAW 
required, should accordingly not blame Adam forever.  
That gave MORTALS another choice: to live eternally in God’s 
house either getting Mercy unto Life or to opt out, condemned 
to outer darkness. Perhaps you will then choose Mercy unto 
Death another option being rational not a robot, like that given 
to the fallen angels. The great plan of redemption to end EVIL is 
continued as is much better explained in my free Babushka egg 
books to widen a knowledge horizon.   

------------------------------------------------ 
To have a legal case, we need minimum of THREE WITNESSES. 

1. 12 Babushka Egg Concept Books (Apocalypse 
2008-2015) started 10 years ago overlaying 
science with prophecy. 

2. Early reader responses generated PEARLS to explain 
the nature of physics overlaid with metaphysics in 
more detail. 

3. The GLOBAL WEB & YouTube provide modern 
communication tools as the 21st Century Civilization 
generation is more oriented to video media but still 
needs the LIGHTS ON in their minds to understand 
Gods Love and abolish EVIL to enjoy Eternal Life. 
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Check out what WITNESSES 
I recently selected: 

#50- 
WARNING: 8 Super-Signs in the Heavens 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXUqfNQ3J0o 
Published on Sept. 15, 2013 (Pearl #666) 
#49- 
23 September 2017 - Sign in the Heaven - Virgo 
Constellation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1y_hLqVXf4 
Published on Sept. 27, 2013 (Pearl #666) 
#48- 
Financial Collapse of the US before 13 Sept. 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGF8213KlL8 
Published on March 14, 2013 (Pearl #666) 
#47- 
WATCH NOW "IN A NUTSHELL", if this doesn't scare you 
into reality, I don't know what will!!! (Global Disasters on TV-
NEWS) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc 
Published on Jan. 1, 2013  (Pearl #248) 
#46- 
Prophecy Club: 5 Deceptions of Islam, by Avi Lipkin - full 
length 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhtO_AYXOFY 
Uploaded on Aug. 6, 2011 (Pearl #666) 
#45- 
What is Trans Humanism?  
Could this be why YHVH (GOD) destroyed everything in a 
Worldwide Flood?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcCh_7sP66c 
Published on July 26, 2013 (Pearl #666) 
#44- 
First come the blood moons, then Shemitah year?  
Published June 24, 2014 

http://endtimeheadlines.org/prophecy-alert/first-come-blood-
moons-then-shemitah-year/ 

#43- 
Ten Most Wanted False (Christian) Teachers In 
America 

http://www.freeworldfilmworks.com/dov-10danger.htm 
#42- 
The Pre-Tribulation Rapture Fraud Exposed (Full 
Movie), by Alex Jones 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dvv2HPYdhMA 
Published on Feb. 4, 2013 

#41-  
The Death of Money - Interview Jim Richards 
http://moneymorningtv.com/rickards/ocho.php?pub_id=454975&s
1=gdnmmp3 
Published 2014 
#40- 
TRUTH! The Earth does not revolve around the Sun -  
The exposure of hiding - in April 2012 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6jBK1ZV-qs 
Published on April 11, 2012 (Babushka Egg #11) 
#39- 
The Holographic Universe (Part One) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMBt_yfGKpU 
Published on Aug. 22, 2012 (Pearl #248) 
#38- 
The Primer Fields Part 1 Please share!!!!!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOZP9SyKMos 
Published on March 3, 2013 - David Lapoint is also 
working on Plasma Technologies like Keshe, which 
matches a new atom theory  (Babushka Egg #6)  
#37- 
Hydrogen Device (for cars driving with water) 

http://globalenergydevices.com/index.php 
# 36-  
How to Use a 100-Year-Old Device to Throw Your 
Electricity Bill Out the Window!   
  http://www.nikolateslasecret.com/index-special.php 
# 35- 
The "Lost" Secrets of Nikola Tesla.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0z3pEeYDEw&feature=related 
Uploaded on Aug. 2, 2011 (Babushka Egg #9) 
# 34- 
3000-Watt Generator Powers Itself, demonstrated in running 
a Grinder & Drill Press. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fv53K9MnDuM&feature=relate

d%20-www.witts.ws 
Uploaded on Aug 28, 2010   This device is NOT defying 
any scientific laws! The Law of Conservation of Energy is 
referring to an "ISOLATED SYSTEM", but "strictly isolated 
systems do NOT occur in nature."  
#33- 
"FREE ENERGY NOW !!!" GENERATE YOUR OWN FREE 
ELECTRICITY, THE "SKYSHIP MOTOR" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=PoJALsTaCAo&feature

=endscreen 
The other 70 Witnesses check: 
12 free Babushka Egg Concept Books and many 
Pearls linked to Hebrew Alphabet Number System  
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